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 Abstract: Outsourcing large volumes of data to public cloud 

has the potential benefits to consumers. It also brings security 

issues as the cloud is treated as untrusted from the user point of 

view. Security issues may arise due to many reasons such as 

virtualization, resource pooling, elasticity, hidden hardware 

problems besides internal and external attacks launched by 

adversaries. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between Cloud 

Service Provider (CSP) and cloud consumer are to be honoured 

for better social welfare. Therefore, it is indispensable to have 

mechanisms to ensure security to outsourced data when it is at rest 

and when it is in transit as well. Towards this end, many solutions 

came as found in the literature. However, most of the 

cryptographic methods employed were expensive. It is still an open 

challenge to develop light weight cryptographic methods for 

secure storage and retrieval or search for outsourced encrypted 

data. In this paper we proposed a methodology for light weight 

encryption which proved to be effective and suitable for cloud 

computing environments. An algorithm named Hybrid 

Lightweight Data Encryption (HLDE) is proposed and 

implemented. Empirical study is made on the same to validate our 

approach. The experimental results revealed that the proposed 

method is better than the state of the art in terms of high 

performance and strong security to outsourced data in cloud 

computing.  

 

Keywords: Cloud computing, security issues in cloud 

computing, data storage security, lightweight encryption, secure 

outsourcing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has brought a technological innovation in 

dealing with computing resources. Since it is an Internet 

based computing, it has changed the way Information 

Technology (IT) departments are working traditionally [31]. 

It paved way foroutsourcing large amount of data and 

computing tasks. Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud), 

Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure and IBM cloud are some of 

the cloud platforms from different vendors. With cloud 

platforms in place, it became a common practice for 

enterprises to outsource data and computations to public 

cloud. In addition to this the outsourced data is subjected to 

search and search query integrity [4]. 
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In the cloud computing platform performing keyword search 

on outsourced and encrypted data became an essential and 

important operation. There are research contributions on 

single keyword search and multi-keyword search as well. In 

[5] multi-keyword based fuzzy search is supported on 

encrypted outsourced data. In fact, such feature provides 

greater flexibility to end users when retrieving data based on 

the requirements.  

In the literature many kinds of schemes are found on secure 

storage and retrieval of data in public cloud. Attribute based 

keyword search is explored in [4] where attributes are given 

importance in secure storage and retrieval of data. 

Multi-keyword fuzzy search with privacy preserving is 

implemented in [6] to have security, privacy and flexibility. 

A scheme is implemented for personalized search in [7] for 

improving efficiency in storage and retrieval of data. 

Efficient multi-keyword search with support for parallel 

processing is explored in [8]. Ranked keyword search for 

better results is investigated in [11], [12], [13] and [14]. There 

are many lightweight schemes proposed in [21], [22], [23], 

[26], [29], [30]and [33]. From the literature review it is 

understood that lightweight schemes could provide better 

performance in secure data storage and retrieval. However, 

lightweight encryption mechanism can be enhanced further 

in order to have better performance. This problem is 

addressed in this paper. Our contributions in this paper are as 

follows. 

1. We proposed a lightweight encryption algorithm known as 

Hybrid Lightweight Data Encryption (HLDE) for 

improving performance in secure cloud storage and 

retrieval.  

2. We built a prototype application to know the performance 

of the proposed algorithm with variety of workloads.  

3. We evaluated the HLDE algorithm and compared its 

performance with the state of the art. The results showed 

that the HLDE outperformed the existing algorithms.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

provides review of literature on various schemes used for 

secure storage and retrieval of data in cloud. Section 3 

presents the proposed system in detail. Section 4 presents 

results of empirical study. Section 5 concludes the paper 

besides providing directions for future scope of the work.  
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II. RELATED WORK 

This section reviews relevant literature on secure cloud 

storage and retrieval. The data outsourced to public cloud 

needs to be retrieved and searched for. Wang et al. [2] 

proposed a method for verifiable fuzzy keyword search over 

encrypted cloud data. The model is for better search 

performance and also provides secure communications 

among parties like data owners, users and cloud server. Fu et 

al. [1] proposed a multi-keyword ranked search on the data 

encrypted and outsourced. It also supports queries using 

synonyms thus providing better performance and 

effectiveness. However, semantics based search over 

encrypted data is not covered. Selvakumar et al. [16] 

employed data partitioning technique in order to have better 

solution for data security in public cloud. It has provision for 

misbehaving server localization and also error localisation. 

Fu et al. [17] proposed a method with semantic search 

capability besides privacy preserving approach. Conceptual 

graphs are used over encrypted data in order to achieve this 

and intended to enhance it further with NLP.  

Conceptual graphs over encrypted data is used for semantic 

search as explored by Fu et al. [19]. Fu et al. [3] on the other 

hand proposed a method to have content aware search over 

cloud data. They employed a tree-based index structure in 

order to improve performance further. However, the sematic 

search over encrypted data is still a work to be done. 

Multi-keyword search over encrypted and outsourced data is 

explored in [5] but it lacks privacy preserving concept. In the 

same fashion, Khan et al. [18] proposed a ranked 

multi-keyword search with fuzzy logic enhancing user 

experience in search process. It could minimize overhead 

when compared to the state of the art. Wang et al. [6] 

proposed multi-keyword search that takes care of effective 

search and also privacy preserved. Security, accuracy and 

efficiency is thus achieved in searching phenomenon.  

Wang et al. [11] proposed a ranked keyword search over 

outsourced and encrypted cloud data. They used a statistical 

measure known as relevance score with an indexing 

mechanism to improve search performance. Fu et al. [7] 

proposed a Personalized Ranked Search over Encrypted data 

(PRSE) with multi-keyword and privacy preserving support. 

It has search intentions to be carried out without disclosing 

private or sensitive information. Fu et al. [10] proposed 

multi-keyword ranked search with parallel processing 

capabilities in public cloud. They exploited tree based index 

for efficient processing. They defined security schemes with 

privacy requirements. However, they have not yet covered 

semantics-based search. Xia et al. [12] continued 

multi-keyword ranked search with an index structure to be 

part of Greedy depth first Search for achieving 

multi-keyword ranked search. However, they did not handle 

revocation of users and dishonest users. Wang et al. [8] 

proposed a privacy assured search mechanism for performing 

similarity search over encrypted outsourced data. It supports 

fuzzy search with privacy preserved. However, they have not 

focused on sequence of keywords and conjunction of 

keywords while searching. Li et al. [15] proposed an 

effective fuzzy keyword search that is used on cloud based 

encrypted outsourced data. They constructed fuzzy keyword 

sets in order to reduce complexity of the system. Li et al. [9] 

considered Personal Health Records (PHRs) for performing 

privacy key search on the outsourced data. They proposed a 

fine-grained authorization framework to achieve this. They 

ensured document privacy and query privacy.  

As far as ranked keyword search is considered, Wang et al. 

[13] proposed a ranked search for improving usability of the 

system. They utilized Order Preserving Symmetric 

Encryption (OPSE) technique for the purpose of efficiency in 

searching and security guarantee. It does not have provision 

for multiple keywords though. Cao et al. [14], unlike [12], 

proposed multi-keyword ranked search with a privacy 

preserving technique. Strict privacy needs are considered and 

the notion of inner product similarity is used for effective 

implementation. The concept of attribute based encryption 

(ABE) is employed by Koo et al. [20],[32] and [34] for 

efficient data retrieval from public cloud with high level of 

security.  

Baharan et al. [21] proposed a novel lightweight scheme for 

encryption of data in Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC). They 

employed Lightweight Homomorphic Encryption (LHE) for 

reduction of overhead in key generation and encryption 

mechanisms. Singh et al. [22] on the other hand explored 

advanced lightweight security schemes for IoT use cases. 

They studied lightweight block cipher, lightweight hash 

function, high performance systems and low resource 

devices. Liang et al. [23] proposed a hybrid encryption 

scheme with lightweight concepts. It is achieved by 

improving RSA algorithm followed by merger of AES and 

RSA for making a hybrid algorithm. Pitchai et al. [24] 

proposed a file sharing method base on searchable encrypted 

and outsourced data. It employs a keyword for every piece of 

data while performing encryption. Then it will make it easier 

for searching. Li et al. [25] proposed a scheme for 

lightweight search over encrypted data with phrases.  

Tahir et al. [26] proposed used the concept of probabilistic 

trapdoor in order to have a lightweight security scheme that 

could improve performance in searching. However, query 

expressiveness is still a problem with the scheme. Secure 

medical image storage and retrieval over public cloud is 

studied by Vengadapurvaja et al. [27]. They used 

homomorphic encryption in order to have search over 

encrypted data. Bogdanov et al. [28] on the other hand 

proposed AES-based encryption method forsecure data 

storage and retrieval. Xu et al. [29] proposed a fully 

homomorphic encryption scheme based on Merkle tree in 

order to have secure and lightweight search over public 

cloud. It could reduce storage, computation and 

communication overhead. With respect to smartphone cloud, 

Zegers et al. [30] a cryptographic scheme which is 

lightweight and energy efficient. It provides security 

primitives for use authentication, encryption and decryption 

in the smart cloud environment. From the literature review, it 

is observed that the security schemes for cloud storage are 

lightweight. However, they need to be enhanced for better 

performance. In this paper the proposed scheme is more 

lightweight and provides performance improvement over the 

state of the art. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The proposed scheme is meant for reducing overhead and 

making the storage and retrieval process lightweight and 

effective. A Hybrid Lightweight Data Encryption (HLDE) 

algorithm is proposed based on different procedures such as 

key generation for generating security keys, secret sharing for 

application of visual secret sharing approach on textual data, 

transpose which is well known matrix operation and swap 

which is also widely used method to swap values. These four 

operations are combined together to form an algorithm for 

encryption and decryption. Table 1 shows the symbols used 

and their definitions in the proposed mechanism. 

Symbol Definition 

 
Transpose matrix A 

,  
 Two matrices with the size of 

(4×4) 

 
Swap of k 

,  Transpose matrices of  ,  

 
XNOR operation 

A Matrix 

 Mean of  

,

 

final encrypted shares of the 
secret 

 
Entropy 

K Generate key 

N  total number of elements 

obtained from the data 

 
Probability of S 

S Message 

,  
Shares of secret messages 

T transpose 

 
values for which correlation 
needs to be calculated 

Table 1: Symbols used 

The key generation process is based on Diffie-Hellman 

algorithm which is widely used for key agreement. It will 

help any two parties communicating over network to have 

dynamic establishment of shared secret key automatically. In 

this paper Diffie-Hellman algorithm is modified in order to 

have 4x4 size matrix to be generated and exchanged instead 

of single key exchange as in conventional Diffie-Hellman 

algorithm. It also helps in generating private key for cloud 

and user randomly with the help of 4x4 size master random 

grid matrix. After key generation procedure, the secret 

sharing procedure is followed. The concept used in the visual 

secret sharing is employed to textual data in order to make it 

lightweight and effective. The method follows (2,2) access 

structure. XNOR operation is used in order to generate basic 

matrices. The secret sharing procedure is as follows. 

 

 

1.Start 

2.For each block of message 

3.   For each word of the block 

4.For each bit in the word 

5.If bit is zero Then 

6.Choose any row randomly from C0 

7.Assign an element of the row to first share 

8. Assign other element of the row to second share 

       Else if bit is one Then 

9.Choose any row randomly from C1 

10.   Assign an element of the row to first share 

11.   Assign other element of the row to second share 

12.   End If 

13.  End For 

14.   End For 

15. End For 

16. Convert shares to original form 

17. End 

Algorithm 1:Secret sharing algorithm 

 

As shown in Algorithm 1, the steps are self-explanatory. 

There is difference between the big value is verified in the 

conditions and the procedure finally converts the two shares 

into the original form. After this, the transport procedure is 

follows. The input matrix is converted in such a way that 

rows become columns and columns become rows. It is shown 

as in Eq. 1. 

                                     (1) 

The input matrix is denoted as input while the output matrix 

is denoted as output. After this, swap procedure is applied. 

With respect to swap procedure, all upper triangle entries of 

matrix are swapped with lower triangular entries. It is 

mathematically shown as in Eq. 2. 

(2) 

After performing swapping encryption and decryption procedures 

are followed. The proposed encryption is known as Hybrid 
Lightweight Data Encryption (HLDE). The algorithm is as follows. 

Algorithm:Hybrid Lightweight Data Encryption (HLDE) 

1. Start 

2. Divide secret message into number of 16 bytes blocks 

(4x4 matrix) 

3. Pass each block to secret sharing procedure to generate 

two shares 

4. Use key generation procedure and use XNOR on K 

(secret key) and two shares  

 

                           (3) 

5. Apply transport on two S1 and S2 

 

                     (4) 

6. Apply swap procedure 

                                 (5) 

7. Generate encrypted shares 

 

                  (6)  

8. Repeat the steps from 2 to 6 for encrypting complete 

secret message 

9. Transfer final shares to destination  

10. End 

Algorithm 2: Hybrid lightweight data encryption algorithm  

As presented in Algorithm 2, encryption procedure is carried 

out. The procedure ends with generation of encrypted shares 

that can be transmitted to destination.  
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Then the decryption procedure is just opposite to the 

encryption procedure. In other words, the reverse procedure 

needs to be followed for the decryption process. Figure 1 

shows a flow chart visualizing the encryption procedure.  

 
Figure 1:Flow chart of the proposed hybrid lightweight 

data encryption algorithm 

As presented in Figure 1, The encryption flow is visualized to 

understand it with ease. It has different phases like taking 

input secret message that needs to be encrypted. The message 

is divided into different number of blocks. Then key 

generation procedure is followed. Afterwards, an iterative 

process is followed which comprises of the steps as described 

here. One block is taken from message, secret sharing is 

applied, XNOR operation is applied on each secret share, 

transpose procedure is applied, then swap is applied finally 

XNOR is employed to complete the encryption procedure for 

given block. This way all blocks are subjected to encryption.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION  

Experiments are made with different workloads using the 

proposed HLDE algorithm. Its performance is compared with 

many state of the art algorithms known as DES, AES and 

IDEA. These are all cryptographic algorithms that are widely 

used. The performance of the proposed method (HLDE) is 

compared with existing algorithms in terms of original text, 

encrypted data and decrypted data. Obviously the original 

text and decrypted data are same while the encrypted data is 

shown based on the procedure followed by each algorithm.  

Cry
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techniq

ue 

Origina
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Encrypt

ed data 

Decrypted data 

DES ABCDEFA

BCDEFAB
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CD 

AES ABCDEFA
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CD 
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CD 
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A 
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BCDEFAB

CD 
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ABCDEFABCDEFAB

CD 

HL

DE 

ABCDEFA

BCDEFAB

CD 

´Eå ª!UJ,7] 

~ Õ¡È 

ABCDEFABCDEFAB

CD 

Table 2: Encrypted and decrypted data samples for 

different algorithms  

As shown in Table 2, encrypted data and decrypted data of 

the DES, AES, IDEA and the proposed algorithm are 

presented.  

 

Cryptography 

technique 

Key size Key space 

DES 64 264 

AES 128 2128 

IDEA 128 2128 

HLDE 128 2128 

Table 3: Encryption schemes and their key size and key 

space 

Table 2 shows the cryptography techniques and their 

corresponding key size and key space. The key size of DES is 

64, AES, IDEA and proposed 128. Based on the key size 

corresponding key space is used.  

 
Correlation Analysis 

AES 
-0.35 

DES 
0.28 

IDEA 
-0.02 

PROPOSED 

0.35 

Table 4: Shows correlation analysis 

The correlation analysis shows the algorithms and their 

corresponding correlation value. The correlation is computed 

between original data and encrypted data. Ideally zero 

correlation shows better performance.  

 
Figure 2: Shows result of correlation analysis 

As presented in Figure 2, it is understood that correlation 

value is in negative for AES and IDEA algorithms. For DES 

it is 0.28 and proposed method it is 0.35. The zero value 

generally reveals good performance.  
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Entropy 

AES 3.8 

DES 2.8 

IDEA 4 

PROPOSED 6.4 

Table 5: Entropy analysis 

 

As presented in Table 5, the entropy value of each algorithm 

is observed. Entropy measures randomness.  

 
Figure 3: Shows entropy performance comparison 

As presented in Figure 3, it is clear that the entropy of the 

proposed method is high. It indicates that the randomness 

probability is high which reveals better performance in the 

proposed secure storage and retrieval of data in public cloud.  

 
File 

Size (KB) 

Execution Time for Encryption (milliseconds) 

DES AES IDEA PROPOS

ED 

40 50 30 80 28 

227 80 50 150 35 

487 100 80 250 45 

5478 500 400 1000 280 

15276 1500 1400 1700 1050 

Table 6: Shows execution time for encryption against 

different workloads 

As shown in Table 6, the execution time for encryption in 

case of algorithms like DES, AES, IDEA and the proposed is 

presented against workloads like 40 KB to 15276 KB with 

different increments.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Shows execution time of algorithms for 

encryption against different workloads 

As presented in Figure 4, it is observed that the workload is 

considered in horizontal axis while the vertical axis shows 

execution time in milliseconds. The file size has its impact on 

the execution time. At the same time, the performance of the 

proposed method is higher than that of other methods. In 

other words, it needs less time to perform encryption. The 

rationale behind this is that the proposed method is 

lightweight.  

 

File 

Size 

(KB) 

Execution Time for Decryption 

(milliseconds) 

DES AES IDEA PROPOSE

D 

40 30 20 30 18 

227 50 40 40 35 

487 150 80 80 75 

547

8 800 450 800 400 

152

76 1750 1500 1700 1450 

Table 7: Shows execution time for decryption against 

different workloads 

As shown in Table 7, the execution time for decryption in 

case of algorithms like DES, AES, IDEA and the proposed is 

presented against workloads like 40 KB to 15276 KB with 

different increments.  

 
Figure 5: Shows execution time of algorithms for decryption 

against different workloads 

As presented in Figure 4, it is observed that the workload is 

considered in horizontal axis while the vertical axis shows 

execution time for decryption of given workload in 

milliseconds. The file size has its impact on the execution 

time. At the same time, the performance of the proposed 

method is higher than that of other methods. In other words, it 

needs less time to perform decryption. The rationale behind 

this is that the proposed method is lightweight.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper a lightweight encryption and decryption 

schemes are proposed by applying the traditional visual 

secret sharing method to textual data. It is a hybrid approach 

with lightweight mechanism for better performance. The 

hybrid approach includes operations such as generation of 

security keys, the procedure related to secret sharing, 

transpose of matrices, and swapping of matrices. The 

proposed methodology includes both confusion and diffusion 

to make it highly secure. The former is to change data 

drastically while the latter is to reflect in many characters of 

output when a single character is modified in the input.  
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These two are realized with the help of procedures namely 

transpose and swap. The proposed encryption algorithm is 

known as Hybrid Lightweight Data Encryption (HLDE). It is 

evaluated in terms of correlation, entropy, execution time for 

encryption and decryption. The performance of the HLDE is 

compared with state of the art security schemes like DES, 

AES and IDEA. The empirical results revealed that the 

proposed method for encryption and decryption is 

lightweight and works faster than the existing schemes. This 

kind of scheme is useful for storing and retrieving of data in 

cloud in a secure fashion. In future, we investigate on the 

performance of the proposed algorithm for data dynamics on 

outsourced encrypted data. Another direction for future work 

is to find suitability of the proposed algorithm for Internet of 

Things (IoT) based applications that outsource data to public 

cloud.  
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